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Introduction

progress depends upon 

the unreasonable man” only a highly qual-

ified manager could direct those unreason

M anagement at the 21st Century

 Abstract: The 21st Century’s business environment differs significantly from the previous decades.  

The new Post-modern era is more dynamic, uncertain and confusing.  This convulsive and global oriented 

environment requires improving and introducing more sophisticated techniques into management theory 

and practice. 

Advanced M anagement is an art; which combines logical concerns with intuitive comprehension.  It 

should focus on leading and inspiring people and carrying out missions that computers and robots cannot 

undertake.

Keywords:

the unreasonable man persists in trying to adapt the
world to himself.  Therefore all progress depends upon

George Bernard Shaw

D r. A. Avny
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ative individuals.

A  m om entous contribution to the study 

Peter 

Drucker, The man who invent-

ed Management

years of advanced m anagem ent teaching.  

th C entury m odern m an

:

a. Scientific Management – 1922 - 1932,

b. Government Regulation –1933-1946,

c. Marketing and Diversification – 

1947 – 1959,

d. Strategy and Social C hange – 

It is m y belief that because the tre
st

C entury tim e com es to offer a novel m anage

U sing form er instrum ents for treating 

leading successfully the business and the 

new

management paradigm.

A fter shortly discussing the m eaning of 

st

The 21st Century Business 

Environment

change over tim e and they affect also m an

th

1. Organization’s superiority 

over Individuals. 

structures rather than m aintaining individu

of a social structure.
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2. Superiority of Logical and 

Scientific thinking over 

Arts and Cultural teaching.

social tendency to base many academic and 

theoretical activities on scientific foundations 

Management

strumentation and the advanced techniques 

vation methods indicate that sometimes N a

These observations hasten the quest for 

Chaos

Perception, Fuzzy Reality, the Butterfly Ef-

fect, the Fractal Geometry and the Complex 

Systems Perspective.  M ore and more schol

social nature have some hidden rules and 

Post-modern ap-

proach that

an uncertain reality permanent-

ly in transition and contains unpredictable 

transformations, continual developments 

and simultaneous occurrences. 

The Business Environment

st Century.  

1. Technological achievements – the 

enormous results emerged from the scientific 

advancement   

Globalization intensification – 

ternational trade 

The Victory of Democracy – it be

st Century Business

world of the W est

to be able to serve affluent educated free citi

.  Most of this 

power moves dramatically from top man-

agement level to the customer and consum-

ers preferences

ence of its customers.  The downward move 

of the firm power of choice and the change 

of the location of   decision-making process 

is one of the important yardsticks character-

izing the 21st Century organizations.

Management at the 21st Century

The traditional modern M anagement 
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ling.

This set of activities and in this se

for assisting managers to carry out this duty.  

of mutual understanding.
st Century most of the sur

business environment became uncertain and 

very dynamic.  

choice as customers.  The traditional theory 

of Economics of Scarce R esources lost most of 

its relevancy and the Economics of Affluence 

vices are in affluence.

technology glo-

balization and democracy also hastened the 

st individuality

holistic and intuitive ar

guments that emerge from feelings and be

old fashion managerial methods are still in 

Planning: Goal Setting and Strategy 

Formulation –

A. Widening the scope of organiza-

tion’s concern.  

Second are the social and communal 

ber of leaders understand today that in order 

should formulate its vision

ronment and meet its cultural tradition.

Thirdly are the international and ratio

R esulting from these changes goal setting 

B. Shortening the long term planning.

gy there is no more justification for the tra

The main reason for that change is that dur
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Implementation: Organizing the 

Operations

ministrating local resources do not suffice 

any more.  The G lobal economy forces to use 

liver.  

The Supply Value Chain of every orga

reality.  Due to the communication and trans

since all the required materials could be de

livered in real time and good quality.  Intro

advanced management.

and the demand sides of the economy. At one 

hand it increases the range of choice and the 

more open-mind-

ed attuned to changes and more aware 

to unforeseen dangers

ers must be more informed and knowledge-

able flexible and 

aware of their experience and intuition.  No

compe-

tent, creative and energetic manager should 

be able to react fast and correct mistakes at 

any moment.

Human Resource Developing

Progress changed this situation.  Big in

management into Human Resource Devel-

opment
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transformation is the fact that today the dif

munities and maintain a higher standard of 
st Century De

Century.

er has introduced to management theory the 

edge and Information Communication Tech

learning

and training

ing human resources and they constitute an 

Monitoring and Controlling 

The amount of information available to

day to managers is tremendous.  Due to the 

ogy (IT) instrumentation managers are bom

because of the dynamic character of the busi

defining the relevant 

information needed becomes very crucial.  

How to choose what data is needed

sale channels.

sure may lead to an error or a misunderstand

st Century advanced 
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Le protocole et les usages

manager are equipped with all the techno-

logical equipment

decisions.  But in addition to all this instru

advanced managers must listen 

to their intuition and must be able to lead 

and inspire the people they work with in ac-

cordance with the organization’s vision. a-

vorable external conditions and good luck 

Conclusion

st Century is 

years.

moves from local almost autonomous econ

affect the nature of Management.  Manage
st

rules and instructions.  Advanced Manage-

ment today is an art combines ratio-

nal concerns with intuitive comprehension.  

It should focus on leading and inspiring

people. Competent managers are required 

bots cannot fulfill.


